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70. Remarks on Knots /th Two Br/dges
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Hosei University, Tokyo

(Comm. by K. KUNUGI, M.J.A., June 12, 1961)

1. Introduction. In 1954, H. Schubert introduced the new numerical knot invariant, called the bridge number of the knot [6.
Then he completely classified the knots with two bridges [7. He
assigned two integers a and to a knot k with two bridges, a is
called a torsion, which is the same as the well-known second torsion
number of k, and the other #9 is called "Kreuzungsklasse", whose
new interpretation will be given in 2 in this note. As indicated
by Schubert, the pair (, ) will be called the orma form of k,
where > 1> 0. After 3 the non-cyclic covering space ff unbranched along k will be considered following Bankwitz and Schumann
1. Their discussion indicating that ff characterizes the knot plays
an important role in classifying two knots of the same Alexander
polynomial, as has been shown in their paper [1. In 4 i will be
shown that the Alexander polynomial over the Betti group of ff can
be found based on the results in 3 following 3, III.
2. Group presentation. Let k be a knot with two bridges of
the normal form (a, #9) and let K be its bridged projection. Let G
be the knot group of k. The presentation of G will now be given
based on K.
has 4p double points in which 2p double points lie
in AB and the others lie in CD, where AB, CD are the bidges.
These 4p double points will be named X, X2,-.., X2 on AB, and Y,
Y2,’", Ys on CD in order of the direction of K starting at A.
Then the over-presentation of G will be given by G--(a,b: R,S),
where R--LaL-b S--Mb M-a L--a"ba"b’. .a’b ’, e, /---- +1 or
--1 for all i, j, and M is an element of G of the same type as L
(cf. [4]), i.e. G is a group generated by two generators a, b and has
two defining relations R--1, S--1. Since one of R,S is implied by
the other, G can be considered as the group of a single defining
relation R. And e, e.o,-.-,e are defined as 1 or --1 depending on
whether AB overpasses at Y, Y2,’", Y from left to right or from
right to left, and ], ]2,"’, 2 are defined similarly. Thus it follows
that
(2.1) G has a presentation as follows:
G-- (a, b: R), where R-- L a L- bIn connection with this presentation, it follows that
2p+ 1 equals a.
(2.2)

-,

-,

.
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Since e, are either +1 or --1, the series of these exponents
S-{e, h, e2, ].,’", e, ]} can be considered as the series of signs.

Then from the construction of the bridged projection, it follows
easily that
S is symmetric, i.e. e=, V=%,..., e=+_,.-(2.3)
Moreover, we obtain the following result.
(2.4) The number a(S) of the changes of sign in S equals [--1.
a(S) is defined as

fi 3. Covering space. Consider a subgroup F of index (< )
in a group G and let its right coset be F, where F=F. In each
coset F select a representative element ]F ], with ]F= 1. Then it
is well known that F determines a representation p of G upon a
Conversetransitive oup of rmutations of the symls 1, 2,.--,
ly, given any representation p of G, we n find the suboup F
corresnding to p. In the ca where G is a knot oup of a knot
k, any subgroup determines a covering space unbranched along k.
Let k
a knot with two bridges. Then its knot group has a presentation as is shown in (2.1).
Now consider a representation p of G as follow
(p+l p+2),
a=(2 2p+1)(3 2p)

.

(3.1)

,

=(1 2p+1)(2 2p)

(p p+2).

p determines the subgroup F of index 2p+1 of G. Since elements
a, b (ba-) + e contained in F, we can select the coset representative elements as follows:

(3.2)

-

F, l--(ba-’)’-’, for i=2,---, p+l,

IFl--(ba-)-+b, for ]=p+2,...,2p,

Thus F has the following presentation:
4p+ 2 generators: a, F a Fa

for i 1,-- -, 2p+ 1.

b,=lF, lb F,bl
2p+1 defining relations

R,=]F] R ]F]

-,

for i=l,--.,2p+l.
noted that 2p generators a2,---,
In this presentation, it should
a+, b,..., b are trivial. Hence F has 2p+2 non-trivial generators
and 2p+1 defining rations.
Now consider the 1t homology group F/[F,F] of F,[F, FJ denoting
the commutator subgroup. To determine the structure of F/[F, F],
introduc [3, III]
a homomorphi will
Let X the free group generated by two generators, a, b, and
let X*
the free oup generated by 4p+2 generators a, a2,-.-,
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[Vo]. 37,

-, b2p+l. Let (X*) be denoted by a ring of (2p-t- 1) (2p
over the (integral) group ring JX*. Then a homomormatrices
1)
+

a2p+1, bl,--

phism
o: JX -->

(X*)

is defined as

a*’--II ,(a)a, ],,--1,, ..., /

(3.3)

,,.,

1,

b*’-- II ,(b)b, I1,,- ..., + ,
is defined as 1 or 0 dending on whether

where (x)
Fx or F.
Then it follows [3, IIIJ"
(3.4) The torsion numbers of F/[F, FJ are the invariant factors of
aR
and the Betti numr of F/EF, F] is equal to the
aa ab
nullity of
decreased by 2p, where o=O, o being a homo-

3R3a 3R3b ] *"

morphism from (X*) into
(1).
From (3.4), the following Lemma will be shown.
[Lemma 3.1J The Betti number of F/[F, FJ is equal to p+l
and the torsion numbers are all trivial.
4. Alexander polynomials. In 3, it has been known that
F/[F, F] =H is the free abelian group generated by p+ 1 generators.
Hence we can find the Jacobian matrix at
the abelianizing homomorphism from JF into JH[3, IIJ. It is immediately known [1] that
if the generators of H are denoted by t, t,. -, t+, then (a)--(b+

,

=t, (a+) =(b+)- t, (a+,)--(b)- t,
(a2+)--b+)
=t+. First of all, let F* be the free product of two groups F and T,
where T is a free group generated by the trivial generators a, a,---,
a+,,b,,...,b. Then the Jacobian matrix of F* is given by

aRa

i a homomorism from (X*) into (P*).
*
this matrix is equivalent to 0.1, where 0 denotes the null matrix

where

of

+1

rows end

columns, and

is a required Jeeobian

[8, III]. In artieular, introdueing he homomorhism
where N is an infinite eyelie grou generated by t, defined
=t for 11 i, we hee e Jeeobien of N at
8eeially we ean eesilg show

(4.1)

L(L)"() + () (L)"-0,

where L denotes the transposed matrix of L, the bar over the
symbol means conjugation, ) and denotes the homomorphism from
1) 0 denotes the free differential introduced in [3, I].
2) See [2].
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F* into (Z).

Thus the /r-polynomial

7t

can be found from

\-- and 7(t)

will characterize the original knot.
Example 1. As is well known, two knots 7 and 9 have the same
Alexander polynomials 4--7t+4t 5. However, their -polynomials
are

7.: F(t)--4(l+t) (5--6t+5t2)
92: Y(t)-16(2--3t+6t2-3t3+2t’).
Hence these have different F-lynomials, which suggests that the
F-polynomial is not obtainable from the original Alexander polynomial
in any simple way.
Example 2. The F-polynomial of a torus knot of type (2m+ 1, 2)
is

This coincides with the F-polynomial of the closed braid in S which
is constructed from p$1 strings by twisting 2(p$1) times (cf. 1]).
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3) Letting the Alexander polynomial over the Betti group of F be denoted by

’(t,, t2,---, tp+x), (t) is defined as (t)=(t, t,---, t) for p<2, and (t)-,(t,..., 0/(1-0p -1
for _2. Cf. [2].

